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The aim of this thesis was to implement a campus and control point information system in an initial stage with special attention being 

paid to the expansion possibilities. The perfect amount of functions best suited to the users was determined in advance through an 

analysis. In order to maintain current and consistent geospatial data a complete inventory was carried out at the university campus 

Röntgenring. The result is a geographic information system which meets all requirements an can be expanded and completed through 

further theses. 

For further information go to  

http://bvg.fhws.de/campusinfo.html  

  three versions of the application  

(visitors, students, control points) 

 easy to use application  

 easy way of extension 

 implementation of a search function for               

rooms/employees, control points 

 clear display on mobile devices 

 automatic GNSS location on the map 

 cadastral accuracy of data    

 adaptation to the university design 

 embedding into the web page 

Preparatory work 
 

Implementation of the search function 
(personalized Adress Locator) 

Web Mapping Application 
 (Web AppBuilders for ArcGIS) 

 tachymetric capture of the campus Röntengring 

 development of a database structure using 

ArcCatalog  

 designing the maps using ArcMap 

 creation of vector symbols  

 publication of web services using ArcGIS for server 

 the "blueprint" of an address locator is it’s address 

locator style 

 none of the existing styles met the necessary 

requirements of the search function 

 customizing the locator style to reach an appealing 

output 

 two different address locators were created (rooms/

employees, control points) 

 first adjustments are made in the interactive 

configuration interface in ArcGIS Online 

 changes to the code of the complex application are 

made with the help of the developer edition 

 extensive changes have been applied to the 

geocoding widget to adapt it to the created address 

locators and have the search output fit the 

specifications 

Guiding principles 

display on a computer 

control point search 
 

room search 

excerpt symbols 


